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Credit risk is the main risk of the state-owned banks. The paper starts with analysis of 
the causes of credit risk of the state-owned banks （SOBs）and the problems of the 
current credit risk management, then points out that the credit risk management of the 
SOBs shoulders heavy responsibilities.  
 
Firstly, the reason for credit risk of the SOBs is complicated, and we need to reform 
and perfect it from many aspects. The paper analyzes how to take precaution against 
credit risk and how to dissolve stock risk. Secondly, the article points out that it is no 
doubt basic to proceed with system, but we can't be put in right place in one step. 
 
In the last years，at the measure and management of credit risk，overseas commercial 
banks have been gradually maturing，However, domestic commercial bank fall far 
behind. In this field the achievement of domestic researches is deficient. In 2006，our 
country  will Practice citizen’s treatment to overseas commercial banks. This will 
provide  the opportunity for the domestic commercial banks to cooperate with 
foreign commercial banks in the business，our banking will be confronted with 
enormous challenge at the same time. At present，many commercial banks attach the 
greatest importance to enterprise loan. Commercial banks’ profit is very closed with it. 
So once the enterprise faces financial crisis，the loan probably becomes the bad loan, 
the bank will face the big risk. 
 
With taking financial advisor's business as an example, the paper has analyzed the 
effects of financial advisor's business on credit risk management from the perspective 
of information asymmetry theory. It proposes the new thinking of credit risk 
management of the SOBs: Launching the enterprise's financial consultation business 
(FC), which will take precaution against and dissolving credit risks from the several 
following respects: First, strengthening the ability to obtain the enterprises’ operation 
information, and reduce "adverse selection " and " moral hazard". Second, taking 
precaution against the maliciously structure behavior effectively. Third, strengthening 
the digestion absorbability to NPLs. Fourth, enhancing the independence of the SOBs, 
weakening the reliance on the government, Fifth, developing the relationship between 
the bank and enterprise. Finally, the paper puts forward some suggestions about how 
the SOBs expand the EFC to strength the credit risk management. 
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据有关数据表明，从 1998 年——2007 年，银行贷款占企业融资结构的平均比重
达 86.16%，而股权融资曾在 2000 年的比重占到融资总额的 12.6%后，就再呈下
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